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2020 MATT BURGESS

ABOUT ME
Design enthusiast, who keeps trying to learn everything he can. 

A visual designer with a passion for problem solving, working 
horizontally across multiple disciplines to deliver engaging design 
results to fit the needs of my clients.

SOFTWARE Photoshop
Illustrator
Indesign
Autodesk Maya
Unity3D

After Effects
Adobe XD
Figma
Cinema4D

LANGUAGES HTML
CSS

C# (In Unity)
Javascript (Learning) 

EDUCATION MA Computer Games: Art & Design
BA (Hons) Graphic Design
Art and Design Foundation

Goldsmiths
Middlesex University
Bath College

2018 - 2019
2015 - 2018
2014 - 2015

CONTACT Website
Email

Mobile

mattburgess.design
mattburgess@mattburgess.
design
07969522660
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SAMSARA

Gyana hosted (at the time) the largest 
Data Science Event in the UK in 
November 2019, 
called SAMSARA. 

Inspired by hackathons, it was day 
where people would use data science 
to come up with solutions to global 
problems - with the top three winners 
getting a cash prize, and a matched 
donation 
to a charity of their choice.

I came up with a visual identity for 
SAMSARA; inspired by the word’s 
meaning of cyclicality 
and change. 

Due to SAMSARA’s success, the identity 
and brand was reused across other 
events (now under the SAMSARA 
banner) and a series of podcasts where 
one of the Gyana founders discussed 
“how data related technologies can alter 
the course of business and life” with 
industry experts, journalists, and thought 
leaders.

Summer Splash Identity - 
Email Advert

SAMSARA Poster - 
The root of the future SAMSARA 

SAMSARA Podcast Image

SAMSARA Event - Email Banner

SAMSARA Summer Splash - Eventbrite Image
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GYANA WEBSITE
I created the Gyana website during my time 
working for Gyana Ltd. Whilst I was there the 
site went through a few major design iterations 
alongside the growing development of their 
data science tool, GYANA.

The site is a bespoke Wordpress based 
website, created without the use of templates. 
Initially the site used the Tachyons CSS 
system as a framework, but I ported the site 
to use TailwindCSS instead for the enhanced 
functionality it offered.

The site was built with responsiveness in mind, 
although the majority of our traffic came from 
desktop devices. 

For the site I created a number of custom 
post types to enable necessary functionality 
and ease of use for the Marketing team in the 
backend. And I also setup my own version of 
a “building block system” for website pages 
- utilising the Advanced Custom Fields (ACF) 
plugin, I created a number of reusable and 
editable blocks whos content could be edited 
in the backend, and then slotted in where 
necessary.

Design of the site whilst I maintained it.
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VAYU
Before Gyana’s flagship data science tool 
was eponynously named, it was for a time 
something else - and that something else was 
VAYU.

Gyana is deeply rooted in one of the founder’s 
heritage, with the company name and many 
of it’s projects originating from Sanskrit words. 
VAYU comes from the word for air, and is the 
name of the Hindu deity that is “lord of the 
winds”. 

Now, coming up with a logo to represent air 
- an invisible concept - was not easy. And 
whilst I did have many concepts that were 
good, it lacked something. I instead began 
investigating results that tied closer to Vayu 
himself. I found that he rides upon a gazelle, 
symbolising swiftness, and the origins of this 
logo came to being. 

I fashioned the logo based on stylised gazelle 
horns, which allowed the V of VAYU to come 
through whilst being fundamentally allied to 
the origin on the word. 

During this time we were also gearing up for 
launching VAYU on ProductHunt, where the 
logo would be revealed for the first time. 

https://www.producthunt.com/posts/gyana


2020 PRODUCTHUNT VIDEO STILLS

Full video can be viewed by following this link:

https://youtu.be/1BBx7Cb-QZU

https://youtu.be/1BBx7Cb-QZU
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THE GRINNICONNECT
The Grinniconnect is a short story for adults, 
telling the surreal and fantastical adventure of 
a future dominated by a large corporation, and 
the actions of the mysterious Grinniconnect.

For this project I was commissioned to illustrate 
the book (some examples shown) as well as 
create the design for the cover.
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L0V3LESS
L0v3less is a short platforming video game 
I created to facilitate gathering research for 
my Master’s research project at Goldsmiths 
University. I had decided to investigate User 
Interfaces and Animation in games - and 
whether if the UI was animated, would that 
encourage more interaction from the user than 
a static interface?

L0v3less was created in Unity, and released 
on Itch.io as web based browser game. 
Set in a cyberpunk-esque future, you play 
as an operative trying to stop the CUPID 
Corporation’s manufacturing of it’s L0v3 drug. 

The game can be played at: https://
mattydidsomething.itch.io/l0v3less

An important note - on launch the game will 
ask you to fill in a short passcode of your own 
devising so it can be removed from a server 
at a later date if you so desire. This server no 
longer exists, so the data is no longer saved. 

https://mattydidsomething.itch.io/l0v3less
https://mattydidsomething.itch.io/l0v3less


2020 L0V3LESS SPRITESHEETS
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ACORN’S QUEST
Acorn’s Quest was a large project undertaken 
during my time at Goldsmiths, and was a 
collaborative project with other students. 
Created in the Unreal Engine, it followed the 
story of a little plant avatar (Acorn) and his 
quest to retrieve the seeds of seasons from 
around his island.

The assets seen to the right are the primary 
assets I made for the game - Acorn’s 
slingshot, a conker obstacle that would block 
him in the Autumn zone, and a pushable 
boulder to help traverse environments. I also 
created other assets that needed making 
such as a pushable log and a jack-o-lantern.

I also created UI assets such as the icons for 
abilities, and the icons for the collected 
Seeds of Seasons. 

During the project I also acted as the project 
manager for organising the rest of the team 
and keeping us on track.

The 3D assets were made in Autodesk Maya 
and Mudbox, and textured in Substance 
Painter.



2020 FURTHER SHOTS
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THE GRUB ST JOURNAL
The Grub Street Journal was a deeply personal 
project for me, as it grew out of my love for 
literature, satire, and the city of London. A 
university project, we were tasked to explore a 
borough and come up with deliverables based 
on the borough.

I explored the City of London, and whilst 
walking around the Barbican, I was struck with 
the memory of one of my Literature teachers in 
A-level teaching us about the history of the first 
novel, and a place called Grub Street. 

It was street filled with hack writers, political 
agents, and satirists, and from it grew the 
start of British journalism (before it moved and 
established itself fully in Fleet Street).

The Grub Street Journal was a satire on popular 
journalism and the hack-writing conducted 
in Grub Street - famously contributed to (and 
possibly founded) by Alexander Pope. 
It could be argued that Private Eye is a spiritual 
successor of Grub Street.

Back to exploring the Barbican, I realised where 
I was had been Grub Street - now a brewery, 
and three glass walled faceless and nameless 
office buildings. With the political state of the 
world at the time, I wondered what Pope would 
have written.

So for the project I “brought back” the Journal 
for one last hurragh.
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PHOTO LONDON
Photo London is an annual photography 
event held at Somerset House in London. 
Galleries and publishers show and sell work 
by photographers, and there are curated 
exhibitions and talks. 

This project was a rebrand of Photo London’s 
visual identity, alongside creating a catalogue 
and other collaterals that would be seen 
during the running of the exhibition. 

The letterforms were created by holding a 
printed page with the letter on, and shifting 
paper around during various exposure 
lengths on a DSLR. In Photoshop these were 
edited, layered, and tweaked to create what 
you see now.

The catalogue was printed on a collection of 
different paper types and thickness’, bought 
at Shepherds, London. 

11

photolondon

Photo London is a unique event. 
Featuring an innovative public 
programme supported by the 
LUMA Foundation, the fair will host 
talks and lectures on collecting 
photography, an ambitious 
installation programme, and a 
series of evening sessions on music 
and photography.

On Stereoscopy: Dr Brian May CBE in conversation 
with Denis Pellerin, Curator

The Royal Photographic Society presents:     
Paul Graham

The 2017 Winner of the Prix Pictet

On Corporate Collections: Loa Haagen Pictet in 
conversation with Deutchse Börse’s Anne-Marie 
Beckmann, chaired by Jane Morris, Editor

2:20pm - 3:20pm 

4:20pm - 5:20pm

5:50pm - 6:50pm

4:20pm - 5:20pm

11:45am - 12:45am 

1:00pm - 2:20pm

2:45pm - 3:45pm

4:20pm - 5:20pm

5:45pm - 6:45pm

7:00pm - 8:00pm

11:30am - 12:45am 

1:00pm - 2:00pm

2:20pm - 3:20pm

4:00pm - 5:00pm

5:15pm - 6:15pm

6:30pm - 7:30pm

7:00pm - 

6:30pm - 7:30pm

11:30am - 12:30am 

2:45pm - 3:45pm

2:45pm - 3:45pm

4:00pm - 5:30pm

7:00pm - 8:00pm  

2:45pm - 3:45pm

10:00am - 11:00am

2:20pm - 3:50pm

Thursday 18th May  

Friday 19th May  

Saturday 20th May  

Sunday 21st May  

Wednesday 17th May  

Talks 

Exhibitions 

Jack Davidson in conversation with Kathy Ryan, 
the Director of Photography for the New York 
Times Magazine.

Adam Fuss in conversation with Anthony Gormley, 
Sculptor

Diana Markosian in conversation with Rebecca 
McCelland, Editor and Photographic Director

Ken Loach in conversation with stills photographer 
Joss Barratt, chaired by Neil Norman, Film and 
Culture Critic 

On Street photography: Eamonn Doyle in 
conversation with Seon O’Hagan, critic

Newsha Tavakolian in conversation with Vali 
Mahlouji, Curator

Bruce Davidson in conversation with Shoair 
Mavlian, curator at Tate Modern

Mark Neville in conversation with David Campany, 
Curator

Penelope Umbrico in conversation with Francis 
Hodgson, Critic

Thomas Demand in conversation with Tobia 
Bezzola, Director of Museum Folkwang

David Hurn in conversation with Martin Parr

FT Weekend Presents: This Violent Land, Diana 
Matar in conversation with Aaron Schuman

William Klein in conversation with David Campany 
(O� -site at the National Portrait Gallery)

Dan Holdsworth in conversation with Alistair 
Robinson, Programme Director at Northern    
Gallery for Contemporary Art

Roger Ballen in conversation with Mark Lubell, 
Executive Director of Internation Center of 
Photography

Carolyn Drake in conversation with Rena E� endi

FT Weekend Presents: This Violent Land, Diana 
Matar in conversation with Aaron Schuman 

FT Weekend Presents: Stephen Gill

Daniel Berehulak in conversation with David Furst, 
International Picture Editor for The New York Times

Gastón Ugalde in conversation with Sophia De 

Maduro, Curator

Thaddeus Ropac, Gallerist, In conversation with 
Sylvain Levy, Collector

Mat Collishaw in conversation with Dr James 
Hyman, Gallerist and Collector

17 May –  11 June 

18 May – 21 June

18 May – 21 June

18 May – 21 June

18 May – 21 June

18 May – 21 June

18 May – 21 June

Mat Collishaw 
Thresholds

Magnum Photos David 
Hurn’s Swaps

Isaac Julien 

Taryn Simon 2017  
Master of Photography

DSLCOLLECTION

Juergen Teller

William Klein

The River rooms

The EMbankement 
Gallery West

The Studio Room

The EMbankement 
Gallery East

The River Rooms

Great Arch Hallo

Pavilion
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Bernheimer

Directors: Blanca Bernheimer, Mark Buenger

Founded: 1864

Bernheimer Fine Art Photography specialises in 

contemporary photography and vintage masterworks. 

The gallery has hosted outstanding exhibitions by 

photography masters including Irving Penn, Horst P. 

Horst and Robert Mapplethorpe. Since 2005, there 

has been an ongoing programme of exhibitions at 

the gallery premises in Munich. Since December 2013, 

we have operated a second gallery space for Fine Art 

Photography in Lucerne, Switzerland.

Horst P. Horst
Vogue 1942 Model’s hand wearing a diamond-
-and--gold wristwatch and a ring of 
sapphires, rubies and diamonds, by Cartier
Inkjet pigment print
133 3 167 cm

Brienner Strasse 7

80333 Munich

Germany

Haldenstrasse 11

6006 Lucerne

Switzerland

Exhibited Artists

Veronica Bailey

Horst P. Horst

Michael Kenna 

Annie Leibovitz

Jeanloup Sie� 

Gregor Toersz

23

Ben Brown Fine Arts

Directors: Ben Brown, Andreas Hecker

Founded: 2004

Ben Brown Fine Arts has prominently positioned itself 

on the contemporary art scene with the sole United 

Kingdom representation of artists such as Ron Arad, 

Tony Bevan, Claude and François-Xavier Lalanne, 

Gavin Turk and Heinz Mack. The gallery is also 

renowned for its expertise in 20th century Italian art. 

Ben Brown Fine Arts opened its fi rst London location 

in 2004 with an exhibition of photographs by the 

celebrated German photographer, Candida Höfer. 

Now with spaces in both London and Hong Kong, the 

gallery has continued to develop a strong exhibition 

programme featuring the work of emerging 

and established contemporary international 

photographers.

Ori Gersht 
On Refl ection, Virtual E02, 2014
Inkjet pigment print 
200 3 180 cm

301 Pedder Building

12 Pedder Street 

Central Hong Kong

12 Brook’s Mews

London W1K 4DG

United Kingdom

Exhibited Artists

Bernd & Hilla Becher

Tseng Kwong Chi

Kitty Chou

Awol Erizku

Ori Gersht

Candida Höfer

Vik Muniz

Jiang Pengyi

Thomas Ru� 

Hiroshi Sugimoto

Chen Wei
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Photography comes home

Michael Benson and Fariba Farshad
Directors of Photo London

Foreword

9

Somerset House has form. It has witnessed the intrigues of  Tudor 
Kings and Queens, the machinations of the Navy Board (at the height 
of British Sea Power), the debates of countless learned societies 
including the Royal Society and, in our own times, the dark arts of the 
Inland Revenue. It was here, at a meeting of the Royal Society on 14 
March 1839, that the Astronomer Royal, Sir John F. W. Herschel, coined 
the word ‘photography’. 

And so, now, 176 years after Herschel coined ‘photography’ we bring 
Photo London to Somerset House where we hope to become a fi xture. 
Our vision is to create an outstanding international photography fair 
and, in so doing, spark an annual weeklong, city-wide celebration 
of photography. In May each year, the world will come to London to 
discover the best photography on the planet.

So this fi rst edition is both a beginning and a kind of homecoming. 

The response from galleries around the world has been phenomenal 
and, thanks to the support of the LUMA Foundation and FT Weekend, 
we have been able to create a  vibrant public programme featuring 
three important exhibitions, as well as a collaborative installation 
between the London-based artist Rut Blees Luxemburg and Nuno 
Ricou Salgado and his team from Procur.arte in Lisbon. 
In addition, Francis Hodgson has curated a programme of talks, 
lectures and presentations. And then, as each night falls, the 
subterranean vaults beneath the Courtyard will be fi lled with music 
and photography. 

And fi nally, there’s the City itself. If this is a homecoming then the 
response of London’s great museums, auction houses and galleries 
illustrates the extent to which photography has been missed. 
There are too many people to mention here, but the close 
collaborations with so many of London’s institutions, particularly the 
Courtauld Institute, the V&A and the National Portrait Gallery have 
been truly remarkable.

Enjoy this catalogue. Enjoy Photo London. 
We look forward to seeing you again in May 2016.
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BLAST
BLAST was the short lived literary magazine of 
the Vorticist movement in Britain. 

The magazine was written primarily by 
Wyndham Lewis, and is seen as a seminal text 
of pre-war 20th Century modernism.

This project was to create a Centenary edition 
of the BLAST manifesto - updated for the 
modern age, but also paying tribute to the 
original.

For this reason you will see frequent references 
to “Blessed” and “Blasted” - as seen by the 
Vorticist’s of the day. I also included articles 
and opinion pieces, as well an interview with 
a spoken-word poet friend of mine (Patrick 
Connelly III). 

From the original manifesto I took typographic 
elements (such as the blocked 1-9, and the 
illustrative cone and spike) and the bright 
magenta used throughout - a nod to the 
original BLAST cover, dubbed by contributor 
Ezra Pound, as the “great MAGENTA cover’d 
opusculus”. 

M: SO, IN YOUR OWN WORDS WHAT SORT OF THEMES DO YOU 
PURSUE OVER OTHERS? SO WHATS YOUR TOP THREE OR TOP ANY? 

P: Right, so I’m inspired by women. I’m inspired by the women I meet and 
engage with, interact with and just the experiences that I have within my life… 
past, future and present. And also it has an underlying theme of mental health 
as it’s a very therapeutic art form. 

M: SO. WHY DID YOU GET INTO SPOKEN WORD? 

P: Erm. I stated writing well it started off as lyricism so I’ve always been, you know 
I study popular music at Uni so it’s all very linked. You say that rap originates in 
spoken word it’s all poetry and then my brother just said y’know I was like ‘this 
is what I’ve been writing’ and he’s like ‘yeah this is spoken word’. Oh, and by the 
way everything I’ve been doing has been done in under a year by the way so my 
debut performance was in September. So... 

M: WELL DONE! 

P: So my debut performance was ‘Wise Words’ and was my debut poetry slam as 
well. So I just went and performed kind of y’know… that was that. So I was like 
this is what it is and I just performed and it was kind of yeah. [Pauses] It kind of 
went from there really, I pursued it so I [noises] really I just fell into it.  I just fell 
into it and I’ve just been running with it. 

M: I DON’T BLAME YOU. I MEAN WITH ALL THE STUFF YOU’VE 
PICKED UP AND CONTINUING TO PICK UP AS YOU GO ALONG. 

P: Yeah and definitely fusing it with dance has become quite a gamechanger as 
it just adds a total new element to it I mean I haven’t performed at spoken word 
venues since my dance collaborations because I don’t find it stimulating enough 
for me anymore. 

M: SO SPOKEN WORD AND YOU’RE DOING IT WITH DANCE… WOULD 
YOU CALL YOURSELF A PERFORMANCE ARTIST? IS IT SORT OF 
MOVING INTO THAT GENRE?

P: Yeah it’s moving into performance art, physical theatre. I mean it’s definitely 
moving more towards that then just me, alone on a stage kind of… yeah. Once 
you’ve kind of done something like that I don’t feel like you can go back.

From the window I can see a woman 
praying in a car, 

Traffic is my constant, 

And the fumes are so potent, 

I feel like I’m sat in there with her,
 
Her hair is moulting on the seats, 

And her memory isn’t acute anymore, 

She keeps checking, 

Re checking,

And checking again, 

To see, 

If she has locked the doors,

Like what she prayed for is not yet secure, 

And here I am, 

Sat above eyeline, 

Stranger in a room, 

Home to the unknown,

The walls here have a history I do not know.A
C

C
LI

M
A

T
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“Everything I do 
I want to be an extension 

of the self and be like 
yeah this does define 

who I am”

37PATRICK CONNELLY III ON SPOKEN WORD

Hey
ho–

This is, of course, hyperbolic. The right has a rising presence in this country and though 

I would like to equate it to Fascism, it’s not quite there (yet).  It seems populism and 

the tyranny of the masses is here to stay for the foreseeable future with the election 

of Donald Trump and the potential election of Marie Le Penn in France. But there is 

still hope for Britishness to stay progressive, to stay optimistic and positive in a global 

world. The Lib Dems care. Scotland cares. Even a few Tories (well, one MP and a few 

Lords) care. 48% care, and I’m sure that number has risen given recent events and 

the fact some Leave voters have surely died and some young people can now vote if 

they so wished. 

Theres a lot to do, and it doesn’t help when you have an incompetent Opposition 

party who are trying to emulate the incredibly successful years of 80s Labour. 

They are doing such a good job of this that they’re Golden Boy turned Anti-Corbyn 

has come back from the political wilderness to make a stand on the issue. That’s right. 

Bliar’s back. What a crazy world we live in. 

18

I can’t understand the rising racism though. Or the xenophobia. Or the thought 

that Bullingdon Club Boris Johnson or ‘I so desperately want a Knighthood’ 

Nigel Farage would stop the current Establishment and change things for 

the little man. All that’s changed is nothing, but at the same time… well… 

everything. Somewhat ironically, the areas that voted Leave relied on EU 

funding the most. Wales cut off its nose to spite its face and will become more 

isolated and irrelevant (apart from Cardiff) due to Brexit. Cornwall (who voted 

to Leave) and were told that Westminster would take over the funding have just 

found that (surprise surprise) they won’t and will fall more to the wayside. And 

the North? Let’s not even go there.

Is this what it means to be British then? Just believing what those in power (or 

vying for power) will tell you? Does being British mean inherent xenophobia?

To no longer allow discussion? The Mail certainly won’t, oh no, Paul Dacre 

couldn’t possibly allow any dissent over Brexit now his side has won. Neither 

can ‘If Remain Won By 52% We’d Call For Another Referendum’ Farage– full 

steam ahead on Brexit and don’t think of the consequences, it’ll all be fine for 

Blighty just wait and see (oh and by the way, can I have a Knighthood?). 

15A CONFLICT OF INTEREST

I could not dig; 
I dared not rob: 
Therefore I lied to 
please the mob. 
Now all my lies are 
proved untrue 
And I must face the 
men I slew. 
What tale shall serve 
me here among 
Mine angry and 
defrauded young?
-Rudyard Kipling

BLAST

BLAST

CURSE

A CONFLICT 
OF INTERESTS

BLIAR’S
RETURN

BLESS

BLESS

PATRICK CONNELLY III
ON SPOKEN WORD

BLAST

The unelected government.

Pg. 6 – 7

The enemies of the people.

Pg. 8 – 9 BLAST speaks to a Middlesex Student about their work.

Pg. 32 – 37 

The return of Labour’s ‘He-Who-Must-Not-Be-Named’
in British politics is causing a stir. 

Pg. 26 – 29

A glorified rant about the state of politics and identity in 
Britain following the Brexit referendum.

Pg. 12 – 19

Great Britain.

Pg. 22 – 23

The British Aesthete.

Pg. 24 –25

English humour.

Pg. 40 – 41

The Optimists.

Pg. 38 - 39

05

CeNTENARY  
EditioN  

It is the great barbouous weapon of the the genius among races.

The wild MOUNTAIN RAILWAY from IDEA to IDEA, in the ancient 
Fair of LIFE.

BLESS SWIFT for his solemn bleak wisdom of laughter.

BLESS GILLRAY for his cutting wit and political nouce. 

BLESS SHAKESPEARE for his bitter Northern Rhetoric of humour.

BLESS ALL ENGLISH EYES that grow crows-feet with their 
FANCY and ENERGY.

BLESS the solitude of LAUGHTER.

BLESS the separating, gregarious BRITISH GRIN.

Ha

Ha

41

BLESS Humour  
Credit to Blast Magazine 1914


